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Abstract Simultaneous washing and concentration of
magnetic microparticles was demonstrated using a
rotational magnetic system under a continuous-flow
condition. The rotation of periodically arranged perma-
nent magnets close to a fluidic channel carrying a
suspension of magnetic particles allows the trapping and
releasing of particles along the fluidic channel in a
periodic manner. Each trapping and releasing event
resembles one washing cycle in conventional biological
assays. Concentration efficiencies of 99.75±0.083% at a
flow rate of 200 µl/min and 88.10±3.17% at a flow rate
of 1,000 µl/min and a purification efficiency of 99.10±
4.3% at a flow rate of 900 µl/min were achieved.
Keywords Continuous flow .Washing . Separation .
Magnetic particles
Introduction
Functionalized nanoscale/microscale magnetic particles
have proven to be an efficient tool for manipulating a
wide variety of analytes, including viruses, proteins,
DNA, RNA, cells, and bacteria. Therefore, the utilization
of such particles has received increasing interest [1–3]
since they can be coated with a selected ligand against the
target of interest and they can be remotely manipulated
thanks to their superparamagnetic nature. Furthermore,
their large surface-to-volume ratio allows an efficient
separation in microfluidic environments. In immunomag-
netic assays, the magnetic particles are used as a solid-
phase carrier for bioanalyzed targets to render them
magnetic and to make them responsive to external
magnetic fields. The magnetic particles are typically
coated with a reagent which has a specific affinity for a
target analyte. Subsequently, once the magnetic particles
have been introduced into a solution, they will only attach
to the target analyte. The magnetic particle–analyte
complex is then separated from the solution using a
magnet. Following this, the magnetic particle–analyte
complex is washed in a buffer solution.
Conventional methods of washing magnetic particles
[4] include pipetting buffer solution into a reaction vessel
containing the sample to suspend the particles in the buffer
solution and separating them using a magnet. This is
followed by a suction step that separates the solid phase
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from the liquid phase. During these suspension and
suction steps, a washing cycle of the solid phase takes
place and, if needed, these steps are repeated to carry out
the required number of cycles till the analyte is of a
suitable purity.
Several magnetic separation devices have demonstrated
the separation of magnetic particles in a microfluidic
channel utilizing an external permanent magnet [5–7],
integrated magnetic posts [8, 9], or an integrated micro-
electromagnet [10, 11]. However, these devices and/or
processes still have a major drawback, which is the capture
of the magnetic particles occurs only at the wall of
channels/tubes in a static trapping mode. In practical
applications, such as cell sorting, high magnetic particle
concentrations are used and the magnetic fields usually
create relatively large aggregates during the magnetic
separation process owing to the significant dipole–dipole
interactions [12]. The static trapping process results in
inhomogeneous aggregates. In other words, not only the
magnetic particle–analyte complex will be trapped, but
other particulates (impurities) will also be physically
trapped in the large aggregate created and in different
concentrations depending on the homogeneity of the
original raw sample.
In conventional assays, a relatively large single
aggregate is formed against the sample container (tube)
and the carrier fluid is aspirated by a pipette. Then the
separated sample is suspended in a smaller volume of a
new buffer and transferred afterward to downstream
processes (detection). In recently reported devices, such
as those described in the works cited above, the sample
is washed by applying a washing buffer solution while
the magnet is holding the magnetic particle–analyte
complex. Such a washing step only removes impurities
in the liquid surrounding the aggregate and other
sandwiched impurities will stay trapped inside the
aggregate. As such, it is necessary to carry out
subsequent washing steps before the analyte can be
analyzed further. However, in carrying out several
subsequent washing steps, there is the risk that quantities
of analyte may be lost during transfers between different
washing containers, by evaporation and by adsorption to
the wall of the containers. In the case of a low
concentration of analyte in the starting sample (e.g.,
pathogens in drinking water and circulating tumor cells),
carrying out the extraction and washing of the analyte
using conventional methods may cause complete loss or
a sharp decrease of the amount of analyte such that it
may become undetectable.
In this paper we report a miniaturized and continuous-
flow magnetic separation system (MSS) for sample
concentration and purification in a closed-loop protocol
that minimizes human interference, sample loss, and
cross-contamination.
Theory
The concept of the present approach is based on an
“alternate trapping and releasing” mechanism under
continuous-flow conditions. The mechanism is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The drawing shows a fluidic
channel through which a magnetic particle suspension is
flowing with a low Reynolds number and a permanent
magnet is positioned beneath the channel. The magnet
rotates continuously around its short axis. The rotational
motion of the magnet modifies the interaction between the
magnetic particle suspension and the magnet in a periodic
manner as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, a dynamic and
time-dependent interaction takes place between the mag-
Fig. 1 The alternate trapping and releasing of a magnetic particle
suspension by magnet rotation. The magnetic force changes during the
magnet rotation from a maximum to a minimum then back to a
maximum, etc. Magnetic particles are trapped in the channel when the
magnetic force is a maximum and are released when the magnetic
force is a minimum. a both magnetic and flow fields are on and
therefore magnetic particles cluster and nonmagnetic particles keep
flowing downstream. But some nonmagnetic particles can be
physically trapped in the clusters. b the magnetic field is off or weak
and therefore magnetic particle clusters disperse in the fluid and flow
downstream and nonmagnetic particles are released and flow
downstream with velocity higher than that of the magnetic ones. c
purified magnetic particle cluster
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net and the magnetic particle suspension, as explained in
Table 1.
The magnetic particle suspension will be exposed to a
strong magnetic field when the magnet’s pole (north or
south) points at the channel, i.e., 8 =0° (Fig. 1, step a),
where 8 is the angle between the normal of the magnet
pole and the normal of the channel surface. Therefore,
particles are attracted and trapped in a steep magnetic
potential well and form a cluster there. As the magnet
rotates, the magnetic force on a magnetic particle will be
modulated accordingly. The force sharply decreases when
the magnet’s pole becomes out of phase with the channel,
i.e., 0°<8 <90°, until it becomes a minimum when the
magnet’s pole becomes perpendicular to the channel
surface, i.e., 8 =90° (Fig. 1, step b) and hence the
magnetic particles demagnetize, disperse, and flow with
the carrier fluid. The magnetic force drops to its minimum
value when the magnet rotates 90° around its short axis.
When the magnet continues to rotate, the magnetic force
modulation will be reversed, i.e., from a weak force when
8 =90º, it increases slightly when 90°<8 <180° to a
maximum when 8 =180° (Fig. 1, step c). The continuous
rotation of the magnet with frequency f (where f is the
number of rotations per second) results in a continuous
trapping and releasing of magnetic particles accordingly
with the same frequency.
The rotating magnets always receive a new bolus of
magnetic particle suspension from upstream. When a
single rotating magnet is present beneath the fluidic
channel, a single trapping and releasing cycle and
consequently one washing cycle occur. Such a washing
cycle can be repeated for N cycles by using an array of
rotating magnets arranged along the fluidic channel with
the adjacent magnets having a separation S and a phase
angle 8 =90° between them as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
array of magnets rotates around one common axis, which
is parallel to the fluidic channel, with a rotation frequency
that can be adjusted according to the flow rate. When the
magnetic particles are released from the first (now
damped) potential well, they move with the carrier fluid
toward the next growing potential well in a dispersed
manner and during this translation time (T) the washing
effect takes place. The translation time allows the particles
to be detached from each other and spread out and
consequently allows the release of any impurity that may
have been trapped during a previous trapping event.
The simulated magnetic flux density and the simulated
force due to three magnets arranged with orientation angles
of 8 =0°, 8 =90°, and 8=0° are shown in Fig. 3. The peaks
show the locations where the magnet pole points at the
channel and magnetic particles are subjected to a strong
magnetic force (Fmag) and the flat portion of the curves
shows the location where the pole is pointing away from
the channel and the magnetic force is not strong enough to
trap the particles; hence, particles are released.
The magnetic force required to trap a particle of volume
V is given by Fmag ¼ V #2m0rB
2, where χ is the magnetic
susceptibility of the particle, µo is the permeability of space,
and B is the magnetic flux density produced by the magnet.
In addition to the magnetic force, a magnetic particle of
radius R experiences mainly a hydrodynamic drag force:
Fd ¼ 6:hR vp  vmedium
 
, where η, νp, and νmedium are the
medium viscosity, particle velocity, and medium velocity,
respectively. Under conditions typical for the trapping of a
magnetic bead, η≅10−3N s m−2, R=10−6m, and v≈10−6m s−1,
this results in a drag force Fh  1:88 1012N .
Each cycle of trapping and releasing of particles
represents a washing event similar to the washing process
of biological samples using a microtiter plate. The trapping
and releasing for N cycles allow N washing events to be run
for the same bolus of magnetic suspension, which ensures
an acceptable level of sample purity. At the end of the
purification channel, the purified sample can now be
collected and separated (Fig. 2) using a stationary strong
magnet for downstream processing or detection.
Magnetic particle transport using such a mechanism
has been reported with microscale devices [13, 14].
However, to achieve high trapping efficiency even in large
channels using a permanent magnet (e.g., a NdFeB
magnet) is a more efficient and straightforward task. The
magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet can be on
the order of 0.1 T compared with that generated by a
planar microcoil ,which is in the range 1–10 mT. Macro-
scale electromagnets can be customized to generate the
required magnetic field, but the resultant electromagnet
would be larger than a permanent magnet having the same
Time (event) 8 Magnetic force Particle suspension status
t1 (Fig. 1, step a) 0° Maximum Trapped in a cluster
t2 0°<8 <90 Weak Partially released
t3 (Fig. 1, step b) 90° Minimum Released
t2 90°<8 <180° Weak Partially trapped (start of trapping)
t4 (Fig. 1, step c) 180° Maximum Trapped in a cluster
Table 1 Interaction of the
magnetic particles with
the magnet
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magnetic field. Hatch and Stelter [15] reviewed the
magnetic device design considerations for magnetic
separation applications. Furthermore, electromagnets are
prone to generate Joule heating, which may lead to sample
heating and evaporation and may harm the bioorganism
within the fluidic sample.
Experimental
A detailed description of the system’s design and fabrica-
tion is provided as electronic supplementary material.
To measure the concentration and purification efficien-
cies of the MSS, sample turbidity and particle counting
Fig. 2 The magnet array system.
Magnetic particles are trapped in
the channel when 8 =0° and are
released when 8 =90° in periodic
manner with cycle length
(wavelength) l =2S, where S is
the separation. The magnet array
is rotated by employing a motor.
N permanent magnets perform N
washing cycles through a fluidic
channel. The continuous and
periodic trapping and releasing
of the magnetic particles through
the channel creates a path phase
shift between the magnetic and
nonmagnetic particles. Finally,
the purified sample is collected in
the collection reservoir using a
stationary permanent magnet
Fig. 3 Simulated magnetic flux density (a, b) and force (c, d) for
three magnets each with 90° orientation to the previous/next one. The
magnet with an orientation of 0° generates a magnetic force within
the range of force required to trap the magnetic particles inside the
channel, whereas the magnet with an orientation of 90° generates a
very weak magnetic force that is not sufficient to trap the particles.
The particle size was 1 µm and the separation between the magnet
pole and the channel was 1.5 mm
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methods were used. For this purpose, four solutions
(particle suspensions) were used:
1. B1: A suspension of 0.97-µm-diameter magnetic
particles (Estapor®) with a concentration of approxi-
mately 108 particles/ml in 10 ml of deionized water
2. B2: A suspension of 10-µm-diameter magnetic particles
(Polysciences) with a concentration of approximately
105 beads/ml in 10 ml of deionized water
3. B3: A suspension of 6-µm-diameter silica particles
(Polysciences) with a concentration of approximately
105 beads/ml in 10 ml of deionized water
4. B4: A 1:1 mixture of solutions B2 and B3
The concentration efficiency was measured by passing
solution B1 through the MSS and collecting the waste at the
channel outlet. To quantify the concentration efficiency, the
turbidity (relative absorbance) of the waste samples was
measured against that of the control sample (taken from the
sample prior to passing it through the magnetic system) using
a spectrophotometer. Then the concentration efficiency was
calculated as CE ¼ 1 Q2Q1
 
 100%, where CE is the
concentration efficiency, Q1 is the original magnetic particle
concentration in the sample before the injection into the
system, and Q2 is the magnetic particle concentration in the
waste solution.
The purification efficiency was measured by passing
solution B4 through the MSS and collecting the waste sample
at the channel outlet. With use of a hemocytometer, the
concentration of nonmagnetic particles in the sample both
before injection into the MSS and after passing them through
it was calculated by counting the nonmagnetic particles at
both ends. Then the sample was mixed thoroughly and six
drops, each with a volume of 10 µm, were taken and spread
over the hemocytometer and counted under a microscope
using an objective magnification of ×50. Particle loss inside
the channel owing to effects other than the magnetic force was
quantified independently by passing the sample through the
fluidic channel, which was mounted on a flat surface outside
the MSS. The purification efficiency was calculated as
PE ¼ 1 Q2'q
Q1'
 
 100%, where PE is the purification
efficiency, Q1′ is the number of the nonmagnetic particles in
the sample before the injection into the MSS, Q2′ is the
number of nonmagnetic particles in the waste sample, and q
is the number of particles lost in the channel during the
sample flow (this was measured independently).
The operation procedure of the purification system can
be understood with reference to Fig. 4 by the following
sequential steps:
1. Sample mixture (solution B4) was loaded into a syringe
(syringe 1, 20 ml), fixed on a syringe pump and
connected to the first inlet of the fluidic channel, which
is mounted on the MSS, via Tygon tubing.
2. Two syringes (syringes 2 and 3) with buffer solution
(phosphate-buffered saline) were mounted on two
independently controlled syringe pumps. Syringe 2
was connected to the second inlet and syringe 3 was
connected to the third inlet of the channel, which is
located before the final collection reservoir. The fluid
from syringes 1, 2, and 3 was controlled by three
corresponding external valves, valves 1, 2, and 3,
respectively.
3. The channel was firstly washed with a buffer solution
from syringe 1 to push the air inside the channel: valve
1 is open and valves 2 and 3 are closed.
4. The MSS was switched on with both the magnetic
assembly and the separation magnet positioned beneath
the channel.
5. The sample (solution B4) was allowed to diffuse into
the channel at a selected flow rate. The purification and
separation started: valve 1 is closed, valve 2 is open,
and valve 3 is closed.
6. When the sample had completely passed through, the
magnetic assembly (see the electronic supplementary
material) was pulled out so that the channel was free
from the magnetic force of the magnetic assembly.
7. The channel was flushed again with the buffer solution
from syringe 1 to remove residual particles that may
stick to the channel wall: valve 1 is open, valve 2 is
closed, and valve 3 is closed.
Fig. 4 Top view of the experimental setup (see the text for the
detailed sequence of the sample concentration and purification). S1
syringe 1, S2 syringe 2, S3 syringe 3, PBS phosphate-buffered saline,
V1 valve 1, V2, valve 2, V3 valve 3, I1 inlet 1, I2 inlet 2, I3 inlet 3, MA
magnetic assembly, ℜ final collection reservoir, SM separation
magnet, O outlet, MSS magnetic separation system
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8. The separation magnet (see the electronic supplementary
material) was pulled out and the purified and concen-
trated sample was flushed away from the channel by the
buffer solution from syringe 3. One milliliter of
phosphate-buffered saline was allowed to flow from
syringe 3 with a relatively high flow rate (500 µl/min).
Finally, the sample was collected in a small tube with a
capacity of 1.5 ml through the channel outlet: valve 1 is
closed, valve 2 is closed, and valve 3 is open.
9. Finally, the particle concentration of the sample
collected was measured either by measuring the
turbidity or by direct counting.
To investigate the effect of the number of washing
cycles on the purification efficiency, a set of experiments
were conducted by varying the number of magnet
carriers by inserting one, two, or three magnet carriers
or by reinjecting the sample into the MSS for a second
time.
Sample homogeneity was maintained by continuously
rotating the syringe during the injection. A custom-made
rotating-syringe setup was integrated with a syringe
pump which allows a semicircular (clockwise and
counterclockwise) rotational movement of the syringe
around its long axis. Such a mechanism ensured the
administration of a homogeneous sample over the course
of the experiment.
Results and discussion
Figure 5 shows the magnetic particle trapping in a fluidic
channel mounted on top of the MSS. For the purpose of
clear visualization, a high concentration of a suspension of
iron oxide particles with an average diameter of 10 µm
was used. Figure 5a show the magnetic particle suspension
passed through a meandering channel on top of a
stationary magnetic assembly, i.e., the magnet carriers
are not rotated. Therefore, the particles continuously
accumulated and clustered at all the magnets pointing to
the channel surface. In this configuration, there is no
trapping and releasing effect, but small particle clusters are
formed. The small aggregation profile reduces the chance
of impurity trapping by particle separation using the effect
of magnetic field flow fractionation [16]. Figure 5b shows
the results when the fluidic channel was introduced into
the MSS and the magnetic particle suspension was passed
through the channel while the magnets within the
magnetic assembly were rotating with a frequency of
1/10. The series of images shows the particle trapping and
releasing effect in one partition of the channel with only
four trapping/releasing zones as shown at magnets A, B,
C, and D. When the rotation angle 8 =0°, magnets A and
C are active and hence particles are trapped at the
corresponding trapping zones. When the magnet carriers
rotated with an angle of 8 =45°, particles were affected by
a decreasing magnetic force and a filament of magnetic
particles was created between magnets A and B and
magnets C and D and then the particles were trapped at the
zones corresponding to magnets B and D when 8 =90°. At
the rotation angle 8 =135°, the magnetic forces at magnets
B and D decreased and the particles started to escape the
zones corresponding to magnets B and D and moved to the
next trapping zones. Meanwhile magnets A and C
received a new bolus of sample from the injection unit
and the cycle was repeated in the same manner until all the
particles were trapped in the last trapping zone by the
separation magnet. The transition event of magnetic
particles between each pair of adjacent magnets is a
crucial event in the washing process through which the
particles are dispersed to release unwanted particles from
clusters.
The concentration efficiency was measured against the
flow rate over the range 200–2,000 µl/min, as shown in
Fig. 6. The concentration efficiency was in the range 87–
99% for a flow rate of 200–1,000 µl/min and dropped
when the flow rate was increased owing to the increase in
the hydrodynamic force (increase of the particle velocity).
The larger the particle size, the higher the magnetic force
felt by the particle and consequently the higher the
concentration efficiency. Therefore, when small magnetic
particles (e.g., nanoscale) are used, the magnetic assembly
Fig. 5 a Trapping profile of magnetic particles with the stationary
MSS. The particles accumulated in small clusters at all the trapping
zones created by the active magnets. b Magnetic trapping profile with
the rotating MSS. The magnetic particles move along the channel with
a periodic trapping and releasing effect
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should be modified, e.g., by using larger magnets or
increasing the magnetic field gradient by using magnetic
flux concentrators at the trapping zones [17, 18]. Figure 7
shows the purification efficiency increases with increasing
flow rate within the range from 400 to 900 µl/min, with
the highest value of 99% at a flow rate of 800 µl/min, and
decreased with higher flow rates. Both concentration and
purification are crucial factors in any sample preparation
system where capturing all the target analyte with
maximum purity is the ultimate goal. From the results
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, it can be concluded that the best
results for concentration and purification with the MSS
can be achieved by setting the flow rate within the range
700–900 µl/min (Fig. 8). In addition, the sample purity
can be further enhanced by increasing the number of
washing cycles through the MSS by increasing the number
of magnets within the magnetic assembly under the fluidic
channel as shown in Fig. 9.
The trapping and releasing event resembles one washing
cycle in conventional biological assays. A direct application
of the device is water-sample preparation for subsequent
detection of waterborne pathogens in water quality moni-
toring laboratories.
Conclusions
An integrated system for sample preparation which is based
on the concept of alternate trapping and releasing of
particles under continuous-flow conditions has been
designed, fabricated, and tested for applications dealing
with very dilute samples. Each trapping and releasing event
allows the surrounding buffer to wash the sample. The
periodic washing events along the fluidic channel ensure a
sample of high purity is collected at the end of the channel.
Concentration efficiencies of 99.75±0.083% at a flow
rate of 200 µl/min and 88.10±3.17% at a flow rate of
1,000 µl/min and a purification efficiency of 99.10±4.3%
at a flow rate of 900 µl/min were achieved. In general, the
method and the results obtained from this work demon-
strate the feasibility of implementing sample purification
in a closed-loop protocol that minimizes human interfer-
ence, sample loss, and cross-contamination. This approach
represents a step forward toward a fully automated sample
preparation system for relatively large starting samples
such as water.
Fig. 6 Concentration efficiency versus flow rate
Fig. 7 Purification efficiency versus flow rate
Fig. 8 The best results for concentration and purification can be
achieved by setting the flow rate within the range 700–900 µl/min. CE
concentration efficiency, PE purification efficiency
Fig. 9 The purification efficiency increases with increasing number
of washing cycles through the MSS by increasing the number of
magnets within the magnetic assembly under the fluidic channel
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